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Abstract   

It is hard not to be awed when watching movies of embryonic morphogenesis. Developing animal embryos 
undergo a choreographed set of maneuvers that fold, tuck, pinch, and reshape an undis?nguished ball of 
cells into a func?onal organism. At the end of this process, the vertebrate larva is equipped with features 
such as head, eyes, heart, and muscles that we recognize in our own bodies. The last 30 years have seen 
a revolu?on in understanding the gene?cs of embryos, and we are in a similar revolu?on in understanding 
the biophysical and biomechanical processes that shape the embryo. 
Principles from mechanical engineering and soF ma.er theory are being 
integrated to understand the self-assembly of novel "ac?ve materials".  In 
this talk I will review the history of mechanical inquiry into development, 
and introduce some of the processes of self-assembly in the Xenopus frog 
embryo. Throughout this talk I will discuss how my group and others are 
working to develop conceptual frameworks together with experimental 
biomechanical tools to measure material proper?es and manipulate 
forces within these fragile microscopic ?ssues. Lastly, I will discuss major 
open ques?ons in morphogenesis where physics and biology converge.  
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